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SETS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL AGGREGATES IN THREE-SPACE. II 
BY 
I. W. VAN SPIEGEL 
(Conununicated by Prof. A. HEYTING at the meeting of June 25, 1960) 
In this second part we give an investigation of the linear system of 
oo4 two-dimensional contravariant aggregates in a projective space Sa. 1) 
§ 6. The linear system of oo4 two-dimensional contravariant aggregates 
in Sa. 
6.1 ]4/2[0 n Sa can be represented algebraically by the trilinear relation 
(6.1.1) w"'•ex,_.y.ze=O (.u=O, 1, 2; v=O, 1, 2, 3, 4; e=O, 1, 2, 3) 
The point (x) runs through the parametric space S2, (z) through the 
fundamental space Sa, while the point (y) which is the parameter of the 
linear system of aggregates runs through a space S4• By interchanging 
the roles of x,. and ze we get a series ]2/4[0 n Sa, that means a linear 
system of oo2 four-dimensional contravariant aggregates in Sa. 
Connected with both series we have the prime-manifold ]4; 2[o n Sa 
which is the intersection of the prime-manifold ]4; 2[o in s14 and an 
Sa. ]4; 2[o in S14 is of extension 6 and class 15; Sa in S14 can be regarded 
as the vertex of a star E10. Hence this .E1o contains from ]4; 2[o a surface 
of class 15. From this it follows that ]4/2[0 n Sa contains oo2 degenerated 
stars ]2[, while from ]2/4[0 n Sa every ]4[ is degenerated and paired 
with a degenerated ]2[ of ]4/2[o n Sa. 
6.2. ]4/2[0 n Sa is perspective to the manifold ]4/2[0 n Sa containing 
the entire space Sa. The series is supported by the manifold ]2/4[0 n Sa= Volo 
consisting of 10 points K.(v= 1, ... , 10). 
The vertices of the stars ]2[ of ]4/2[o in S14 are the generators [11] 
of the series [ 4/2]a. 
A general Sa in S14 belongs entirely to the manifold [4; 2]2, hence 
every point of Sa is the vertex of ool stars ]2[ of ]4/2[0 n Sa. 
A generator [8] of [4/2]2 in S14 is the vertex of a cone P12a. The 
generators of this cone are the [11 ]-generators of [ 4/2]a passing through 
the vertex [8]; the directrix of the cone is a manifold [1/2]0 lying in an Ss. 
A plane in Ss intersects [1/2]0 in 3 points. Hence, if Sa intersects the 
1) See TH. REYE: Ueber lineare Mannigfaltigkeiten projektiver Ebenenhiischel 
und collinearer Biindel oder Raurne III, Journ. f.d. reine und angew. Mathematik 
Band 106 (1890) page 315. 
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vertex of P 12a in a point, the entire intersection of Sa and the cone 
consists of 3 lines through that point. So a general point of Sa belongs 
to 3 lines which are the vertices of simply degenerated stars ]2 [ of 
]4/2 [0 n Sa. The vertices of the degenerated stars ]2 [ of ]4/2 [o 1\ Sa 
form a line-congruence 0 of order 3. 
[4/2h in S 14 is a manifold V1110. Sa intersects V1110 in the 10 points K •. 
In the same way we can prove that these points are the vertices of cones 
of order 3 whose generators are S1-vertices of simply degenerated ]2[ 
of ]4/2 [o 1\ Sa. 
So 0 contains 10 cones of order 3. 
The vertices of the stars ]4[ of ]2/4[o in S 14 are the [9]-generators 
of [2/4]1. Hence the 10 points K. are also the vertices of 10 two-foldly 
degenerated stars ]4[ of ]2/4[0 1\ Sa. Paired with such a star ]4[ with 
vertex Kt, we have a ]1/2[o n Sa of ]4/2[0 n Sa which is degenerated 
into a ]1/1[0 n Sa. This subseries ]1/1[0 n Sa is perspective to a manifold 
]1/1[0 n Sa= V22 passing through the points K. except Kt. From this 
follows that 0 contains 10 reguli R. each of them passing through 
9 points K. 
Intersecting ]4/2 [o 1\ Sa by a plane we get a ]4/2 [0 n S2. In the 
birational correspondence between ]4/2[o (1 s2 and ]2/2[o (1 s4 the vertices 
of the two-foldly degenerated stars ]2[ of ]4/2[0 n S2 are represented 
by the points of ]2/2[1 1\ S4= V06. Hence there are 6 such degenerated 
stars ]2[. We see that 0 is of class 6 and thus we can write o<a,6). 
6.3. ]4/2[o nSacontains oo4subseries ]3/2[o nSa, oo6 subseries ]2/2[0 1\ Sa 
and oo6 subseries ]1/2[0 1\ Sa. A subseries is perspective to a manifold 
belonging to the manifold ]4/2[0 n Sa and such a subseries is supported 
by a manifold which contains ]2/4[0 1\ Sa. From this it follows that the 
10 points K. belong to oo4 curves ao16,oo6 surfaces V2a, and oo6 line-
congruences formed by the chords of space-curves of order 3. Every 
trisecant-surface of ao16 belongs to o<a,6) and each V2a contains 6 lines 
of o<a,6). Now we can determine easily the intersection of manifolds 
supporting subseries of ]4/2 [0 1\ Sa. 
For instance if we consider the subseries ]3/2[0 n Sa and ]2/2[0 n Sa 
then they have a series ]1/2[o n Sa in common. ]2/3[0 n Sa as well as 
]2/2[0 1\ Sa passes through the manifold ]2/4[0 1\ Sa, formed by the 
10 points K •. Their remaining intersection consisting of 8 points belongs 
to ]1/2[o n Sa. 1) 
§ 7. The linear system ]2/4[o 1\ Sa. 
7.1. ]2/4[0 1\ Sa consists of oo2 projectively related stars ]4[. All of 
them are simply degenerated except 10 which are two-foldly degenerated. 
]2/4[0 1\ Sa contains oo 2 subseries ]1/4[0 n Sa, two of them always 
have one star ]4[ in common. 
1) See Geom. Aggr. Chapter IV § 3.4. page 71. 
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A star ]4[ belongs to =1 subseries ]I/4[0 ("'Sa. Generally a series 
]I/4[0 ("'Sa consists of =1 simply degenarted ]4[. Paired with those 
degenerated stars we have in ]4/I[o ("'Sa resting on ]I/4[o ("' Sa=1 simply 
degenerated stars ] I [. ]4/I [0 ("' Sa is complementary to a series ]2/I [o ("' Sa. 
Hence the cx:>l degenerated stars ]1( form a plane-pencil of class 3 1). 
The biplanars of this pencil form a line-congruence which is the dual 
of the line-congruence formed by the chords of a space-curve of order 3. 
Hence the congruence of biplanars is of order 3 and class 1, and a 
plane of the pencil contains a conic of class 2 of this congruence. 
If the series ]I/4[0 ("'Sa contains a two-foldly degenerated star ]4[ 
with as a vertex a point K, then paired with this ]4[ we have a subseries 
]I/I [o ("'Sa of ]4/I [o ("'Sa which is degenerated into a ]I/O(o ("'Sa. 
Then the plane-pencil of class 3, formed by the degenerated ]I [ of 
]4/I [o ("' Sa is degenerated into a plane-pencil of class I and a pencil 
of class 2 with as a vertex the point K. 
]I/4[o ("'Sa containing 2 two-foldly degenerated stars ]4[ with the 
vertices K 1 and K 2, the plane-pencil of class 3 is degenerated into 
3 pencils of class I one of which has as a vertex the line K1K2 and 
the rther pencils have a vertex passing through K1 resp. Kz. 
So the manifold ]4/I [0 ("' Sa consists of all lines of Sa and the planes 
of a penci~ of class 3. 
7.2 ]4/I[o ("'Sa contains =1 degenerated ]I[ forming a plane-pencil na. 
A plane of na is paired with a degenerated ]4( of ]I/4[o ("'Sa resting on 
]4/I(o ("'Sa. A fixed ]4( of ]2/4[0 ("'Sa is paired with a degenerated ]2[ of 
]4/2[o ("'Sa with as a vertex a line d of o<a,6), This fixed ]4[ belongs to 
= 1 subseries ]I/4[0 ("'Sa each of them resting on a series ]4/I[o ("'Sa. 
In these =1 series ]4/I [0 ("'Sa we get a degenerated ] I( paired with the 
fixed ]4[. So we get =1 planes each of them belonging to a pencil na 
and all passing through the fixed line d of o<a,6). Considering a two-foldly 
degenerated ]4[ of ]2/4[0 ("'Sa we get on o<a,6) a1 regulus R. In each one 
of the CX>l pencils na we have paired with this ]4[ a pencil of planes with 
as a vertex a line g. These cx:>l lines g form the regulus S resting on the 
regulus R. 
Totally we have =z plane-pencils na. Whereas a plane in Sa contains 
6 lines of o<a,s>, this plane belongs to 6 pencils na. Hence a pencil na 
has a plane in common with only=l pencils na. So generally two pencils 
rla do not have a plane in common. 
Now we consider two plane-pencils of class 3 rand F* which have 
a plane rx in common. Connected with these pencils we have two series 
]4/1 [o ("'Sa resting on two subseries ]I/4[0 ("'Sa of ]2/4[o ("'Sa. 
Each of the series ]4/I [0 ("'Sa contains rx as a degenerated star ]I[. 
From both series ]1/4[o ("'Sa every ]4[ contains the plane rx in such a 
way that rx corresponds to itself each time in the natural projectivity 
1) See Geom. Aggr. Chapter III § 3.1. Theorem 30 page 62. 
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between the stars ]4[ of ]1/4[0 n Sa. Moreover ex appears twice in the 
]4[ common to both series ]I/4[0 n Sa. As ]4/2[0 n Sa does not contain 
a two-foldly degenerated star ]2[, we have to count ex oo 1 times in the 
]4[ which is common to both subseries ]I/4[0 n Sa. Corresponding to 
ex, counted oo1 times in this ]4[, we get in every ]4[ of ]2/4[0 n Sa a star 
]I[, thus a series ]2/1 [0 n Sa. In this ]2/1 [0 n Sa ex is a degenerated ]I[. 
Herewith paired we get a simply degenerated ]2[ in ]I/2[0 n Sa which 
does not contain ex. 
Moreover ex belongs to two pencils r1a, so there are two other stars 
]2[ of ]4/2[0 n Sa which are simply degenerated, containing ex. This 
means we have two stars ]2[ of ]1/2[0 n Sa which are simply degenerated 
and containing ex oo 1 times. Hence ]2/I [0 n Sa contains two further stars 
]I [which are degenerated. So ]2/1 [0 n Sa is the projection of a ]2/1 [0 n S2 
from a point, and ]2/1 [0 n Sa contains 3 planes. 
These 3 planes intersect each other along 3 lines d1, d2, da of the 
congruence o<a,6) in such a way that d1 and d2 belonging to ex, correspond 
to those two stars ]4[ of the two subseries ]1/4[0 n Sa which are paired 
with ex; da corresponds to the star ]4[ which is common to both the 
subseries ]1/4[o n Sa. 
Resuming we can say: 
Considering two subseries ]I/4[o n Sa of ]2/4[0 n Sa, both plane-pencils 
of class 3 r and T* belonging to the series ]4/I [0 n Sa resting on both 
]I/4[o n Sa, have a plane ex in common if and only if the line d of o<a.6> 
which is paired with the star ]4[ common to both subseries ]I/4[o n Sa, 
passes through the intersection-point if the two lines d of o<a,6) lying in 
ex and which are paired with those two stars ]4[ of ]2/4[0 n Sa which in 
both subseries ] I j 4 [o n Sa are paired with ex. 
As a plane contains 6 lines d of o<a,6), we have I5 pairs of plane-pencils 
r1a in such a way that this plane is common to each pair. 
Starting from a general fixed star ]4[ of ]2/4[0 n Sa we get oo1 sub-
series ]1/4[o n Sa passing through this star. Connected with these sub-
series we get a system of 00 1 plane-pencils r1a. 
A general line l in Sa can be considered as the vertex of a simply 
degenerated substar ]2[ of the fixed ]4[ of ]2/4[0 n Sa. With its corre-
sponding substars we get a system ]2/2[0 n Sa generating a surface 
]2/2[o n Sa=L2a containing the line l. Paired with this line l we get a 
line d of o<a.6) on L 2a which is the vertex of the degenerated star ]2[ of 
]4/2[o n Sa paired with the fixed ]4[. d and l do not intersect each other. 
Moreover we get 5 lines d1, ... , d5 on L 23 belonging to o<a,6), which 
intersect l. Now we can form the 5 planes iXt = (l, dt) presenting 5 degener-
ated stars ]1[ belonging to the system of oo1 series ]4/I[o n Sa. So the 
planes iXi belong to the set of oo 1 plane-pencils r1a and from this we 
conclude that the set of oo 1 pencils Ha connected with a fixed star ]4[, 
form a surface of class 5. 
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Every point of d belongs to two other lines d' and d" of 0<3.6) in such 
a way that the plane (d', d") does not contain the line d. 
So on the surface of class 5 we get a pencil of double-planes. Each 
point of d belongs to one double-plane, so this pencil is of class 1. 
Whereas each double-plane of this pencil belongs to the fixed ]4[ counted 
oo1 times, this pencil represents also a simply degenerated substar ]2[ 
of the fixed ]4[. 
Moreover the pencil with as a vertex d consists also of planes belonging 
to the set of oo1 plane-pencils n3. 
Resuming we can say: 
The set of oo 1 plane-pencils H3 belonging to the set of oo 1 subseries 
]1/4[o n S3 which pass through a fixed ]4[ of ]2/4[o n S3, forms a surface 
of class 5. 
This surface contains a linear pencil with as a vertex the line d of 0<3,6) 
which is paired with the fixed ]4[, and a linear pencil of double-planes each 
one of which contains 2 lines of 0<3•6> intersecting each other in a point of d. 
Moreover this last pencil represents a degenerated substar ]2[ of the fixed ]4[. 
7.3. A plane n in S3 can be regarded as a degenerated substar ]l[ of a 
fixed ]4[ of ]2/4[o n S3 . This ]1[ with its corresponding substars ]1[ of 
the other stars ]4[ forms a series ]2/l [0 n S3 • The degenerated ]l [ is 
paired with a degenerated ]2[ of ]1/2[0 n S3• The vertex of this ]2[ is 
the line d of 0<3,6) paired with the fixed ]4[. The manifold ]l/2[0 n S3 
consists of this line d and a conic in the plane n. 
If n passes through a point Kt, then n can be considered as a two-foldly 
degenerated ]2[ of the fixed star ]4[ with the vertex Ki. With its 
corresponding substars ]2 [ we get a subseries ]2/2 [0 n S3• Paired with the 
two-foldly degenerated ]2[ there is a ]l/1[o n s3 of simply degenerated 
]2[. Then ]2/2[0 n S3 is degenerated into the plane n and the quadratic 
surface generated by the regulus Ri of 0(3,6) which is paired with the 
fixed ]4[. 
7 .4. A general line p in S3 is the vertex of a simply degenerated substar 
]2[ of a fixed ]4[ of ]2/4[0 n S3. This star ]2[ and its corresponding stars 
]2[ in the other ]4[ form a subseries ]2/2[o n s3. ]2/2[o n s3 is perspective 
with a manifold L23 containing a double-six of lines. p belongs to one 
six-tuple. Paired with p we get a line d of the other six-tuple, where d 
belongs to 0(3,6) and is paired with the fixed ]4[. 
L 23 passes through the 10 points K •. 
If p intersects the line d, the point of intersection is a two-fold point 
of L23. · 
If p coincides with d, then L 23 is a ruled surface. 
In the case that p passes through a point Kt, p can be considered as the 
vertex of a two-foldly degenerated substar ]3[ of the ]4[ with the vertex 
Ki. Then we get a subseries ]2/3[o n S3• The two-foldly degenerated ]3[ 
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is paired with a series ] 1/1 [0 n Sa. The vertices of the stars of this 
]1/1[0 n Sa are the lines of the regulus R~,. The manifold ]2/3[o n Sa is 
degenerated into a curve 015 and the line p. 
As a consequence we get the following fact. The set of oo 2 stars ]2 [ 
of ]4/2[o n Sa the vertices of which belong to a general line g, defines a 
set of oo2 planes in a fixed ]4[ of ]2/4[o n Sa. This set of planes forms 
a surface of class 3. 
Proof: A general line l can be considered as the vertex of a substar 
]2[ of the fixed ]4[. l generates a surface L2a. g intersects L2a in 3 points, 
so we get 3 planes through l belonging to stars ]2[ which have their 
vertices on g. These 3 planes belong to the fixed ]4[. Thus the surface , 
is· of class 3. 
If we choose l as a line d of o<a,6) intersecting g, then g intersects L2a 
in 3 points all defining the same plane (g, d). From this follows that the 
surface of class 3 is formed by those very lines of o<a,6) which intersect g. 
7.5. A general point P is the vertex of a simply degenerated ]3[ of a 
fixed ]4[ of ]2/4[o n Sa. This star ]3[ and its corresponding substars ]3[ 
in the other stars ]4[ give a subseries ]2/3[0 n Sa. 
The manifold ]2/3[0 n Sa=a016 passes through P and also through 
the 10 points K •. 
The trisecant-surface of ao16 contains the line d of o<a,6) which is paired 
with the fixed ]4[. 
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